Seafood Safety in the Wake of the Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill

- **What are the benefits of consuming Gulf of Mexico seafood?**

  The health benefits of seafood are well documented. Seafood contains long chain omega-3 fatty acids which are critical to heart, eye, brain and immune system health. Pregnant women should be especially interested in consuming seafood because omega-3 fatty acids aid in fetal brain development.


- **What is the Federal and State authority for safety of seafood?**

  The National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) advises on the safety of harvesting from waters that may have been contaminated by harmful substances; the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has authority over the edible portions of seafood and seafood products after harvest; and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has an advisory role regarding the environment from which seafood is harvested, under the Toxic Substances Control Act (TOSCA). State regulations typically mirror the FDA requirements and states often have an MOU (memorandum of understanding) with the FDA to conduct inspections on behalf of the federal agency.

- **What is the basis of determining if seafood from an oil affected area is safe?**

  NMFS has published protocols for monitoring seafood, and the FDA has honored this in the event of seafood harvests from oil impacted areas. First, there is a precautionary closure of fishing grounds in the area of the spill. With wave motion, if there is a sheen of oil on the water further away from the spill site, that area and a large safety buffer is closed to all seafood harvesting. FDA maintains and updates tolerance limits for suggested seafood consumption rates based upon identified compounds of concern. These are usually hydrocarbons that may contaminate water, soil, groundwater and aquatic life and contain contaminants of concern (COC) such as aliphatics, aromatics and asphaltics. Most often, these are called PAHs or polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (also polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons). Consumption of PAHs represents the greatest health hazard in seafood contaminated from an oil spill.


- **How does this determination of PAHs provide safety in seafood?**

  The levels of concern of the PAHs are calculated to provide for health protection and include a large margin of safety. This calculation determines the very low levels of PAHs that would have to be contained in seafood products and eaten every day over a lifetime to cause a health risk.


- **Are PAHs a part of our lives?**

  Yes. PAHs are part of refined oil products as well as crude oil. For example, these volatile compounds are released when filling one’s car or lawnmower with gasoline or diesel fuel. The PAHs are also added to food by grilling and smoking.


- **Can seafood really be smelled to detect petrochemical contamination?**

Absolutely. Field screeners are trained and able to detect 10 ppm petrochemical contaminants which are indicative of the presence of PAHs. Any seafood that smells of petrochemical contamination would be rejected. This is the first defense in identifying oil contaminated seafood and preventing it from entering the marketplace. Professional "sniffers" are able to detect to 1 ppm. As a matter of reference, 10 ppm of PAHs is equivalent to one drop in one gallon of water.


- **Is smelling the seafood the only testing conducted?**
No. If the seafood passes the field smell test, samples are then sent for odor and taste testing by a panel of trained inspectors. If the seafood passes smell and taste tests, samples are subjected to sophisticated laboratory tests for PAHs.


http://www.fda.gov/Food/ucm217598.htm


- **How many samples have been analyzed?**

By the end of 2010, more than 2,000 seafood samples were evaluated by Federal and State agencies. None of the samples tested contained levels of COCs approaching levels for concern. The regulatory agencies have continued a higher rate of testing because of an abundance of caution.


- **How is seafood harvesting areas re-opened?**

If and once a specific area of water was determined to have an absence of oil, and seafood samples were tested and determined to be free or below levels of concern of PAHs, then this area would be opened to fishing.

http://www.fda.gov/Food/ucm217598.htm

- **Is there assurance that seafood has been harvested from open waters?**

Those who first receive seafood from fishing boats must document that it was harvested from waters opened by the NMFS (Federal waters) and the Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries (State waters). This assurance of harvest from open waters must be documented in the processor’s HACCP plan.

http://www.fda.gov/Food/Safety/HazardAnalysisCriticalControlPointsHACCP/SeafoodHACCP/ucm215430.htm

- **What are dispersants?**

Dispersants contain surface active agents, or surfactants, that prevent the oil from forming oil-in-water emulsions, which are much harder to breakdown by natural weathering and degradation. Dispersants are commonly used in everyday living and are used in shampoo, liquid body wash, dish detergent, laundry detergents, liquid cosmetics and household cleaners. Dawn™ dishwashing liquid (containing dispersants) is the most common cleaner used to de-foul and clean birds and other animals contaminated during an oil spill.
Why were dispersants used?

Dispersants were used to reduce oil slicks into dispersed droplets; the increased surface area greatly speeds biodegradation.

Will dispersants contaminate the seafood in the Gulf?

It is unlikely. The dispersants have a short half-life and quickly biodegrade. Furthermore, the typical ratio of dispersant to oil is 1 part dispersant to 20 parts oil.

How do health officials determine a safe level of dispersants used?

The National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency Plan (NCP) restricts dispersant use. Dispersants must be on a national list of approved substances which is maintained by the EPA.

How long will the oil from the Deepwater Horizon spill be seen in the Gulf?

This depends on a number of factors. Oil is a biogenic product resulting from the decomposition of organic matter over millions of years. It is ubiquitous, or present everywhere, and naturally occurring in coastal regions of the world. Naturally occurring microorganisms (primarily bacteria) exist in areas where oil seepage exists. The exact type will vary depending upon the depth (and therefore temperature) of the water column. Bacteria consume the oil as food and discharge water and carbon dioxide as waste products over a period of weeks to months, depending upon the temperature. The growth of the bacteria and decomposition of the oil takes place far more quickly in warm, coastal waters versus deeper, colder waters.

Will oil from the spill continue to surface?


Ninety percent or more of the oil will have degraded through evaporation, weathering or by bacteria. It is the inert portion (less than 10 percent) that is more resistant to biodegradation and will be seen for months, and 1 to 3 percent will be seen for several years.
